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> 0 . 2N; ;s 2N0; ´ 2U/
for some g 2Rˇ .s;;;ˇ/. The authors in [15] introduced the operator ;s defined by
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;s
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  1:
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS






which are analytic in the open unit disk U D f´ W j´j < 1g: Further, let S denote the
class of functions which are univalent in U: A function f .´/ belonging to A is said
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ˇ .0 < ˇ  1; ´ 2U/: (1.2)










ˇ .0 < ˇ  1; ´ 2U/; (1.3)
then we say that f .´/ is strongly convex of order ˇ in U , and we denote by SC.ˇ/
the class of all such functions.
With the help of the differential operator;s ;we say that a function f .´/ belonging
to A is said to be in the class R
ˇ










ˇ< 2 ˇ . 2N;;s 2N0 DN[f0g/; (1.4)
for some ˇ.0 < ˇ  1/ and for all ´ 2 U: Note that R
ˇ




For the class S of analytic univalent functions, [6] obtained the maximum value ofˇˇ
a3  a22
ˇˇ




is investigated by many different authors (see [1–5, 7, 8, 11–14, 16, 17] and [18]).




when f belongs to
the class of functions defined as follows:
Definition 1. Let ˇ.0 < ˇ  1/ and letf 2A. Then f 2 T .s;;;ˇ/ if and only












> 0 . 2N;;s 2N0 DN[f0g; ´ 2U/, (1.5)
where g.´/D ´Cb2´2Cb3´3C  :
Note that T .0;0;1;ˇ/DK.ˇ/ the class of close-to-convex functions defined by
[3], T .0;0;1;1/DK.1/ is the class of normalized close-to-convex functions defined
by [10].
2. MAIN RESULTS
In order to derive our main results, we have to recall here the following lemma.
Lemma 1 ([17]). Let h 2 P i.e. h be analytic in U and be given by h.´/ D
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Theorem 1. Let f .´/ 2 T .s;;;ˇ/ and be given by (1.1). Then for ˇ  1 and








Proof. Let f .´/ 2 T .s;;;ˇ/: It follows from (1.5) that
;sC1 f .´/D;s g.´/q.´/; (2.3)























2sb2 D ˇp1; (2.6)
.C2/.C1/
.C1/ .2/3
sb3 D ˇ.p2C 3ˇ 1
2
p21/: (2.7)
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Assume that a3  a22 is positive. Thus we now estimate Re. a3  a22/, so from
(2.8) and by using the Lemma 1 and letting p1 D 2rei ; q1 D 2Rei ;0  r  1;





























































Letting ˇ;; and  fixed and differentiating 	.r;R/ partially when  1; 0;






.C1/ Œ5ˇ 1 < 0:
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Therefore, the maximum of 	.r;R/ occurs on the boundaries. Thus the desired










The equality for (2.2) is attained when p1 D q1 D 2i and p2 D q2 D 2: 
Letting s D D 0 and D 1 in the above Theorem, we have the result given by
Jahangiri [9]:
Corollary 1. Let f .´/ 2K.ˇ/ and be given by (1.1). Then for ˇ  1 and   1
we have the sharp inequalityˇˇ
a3  a22
ˇˇ ˇ2.  1/C .2ˇC1/.3  2/
3
: (2.11)
Letting s D D 1 and D 0 in the above Theorem, we have the following result:
Corollary 2. Let f .´/ 2 T .1;0;1;ˇ/ and be given by (1.1). Then for ˇ  1 and





3ˇ2.3  4/C .9  8/.2ˇC1/ :
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